
Extreme Make Over Painting
Workshop

Bring your old friends,

we are having a Party!
All practicing artists, at any level, have accumulated a good amount of paintings that

are stored away.

Now we have an exciting procedure, “Extreme Make Over Painting,” that will turn
these past experiences into a bright, exciting new expression.
A lot of thick paint, big brushes for astonishing brush strokes,

brilliant colors!
We will create the magic!

DATE:

Friday, August 26 to Sunday August 28, 2016
 3 days - all day - from 9:30 AM to 5:00PM.



Using our old paintings for color and texture, we will repaint either a different scene,
or a bolder composition

Using a different technique to apply paint,
letting a lot of colors show through -

we will create unexpected and glowing paintings!

Be ready to mix a lot of colors and to be bold !
You will need a lot of paint, big brushes, and your favorite palette knife.

The EXPERIENCE
You will experience how useful it truly is to mix big piles of paint,

to transform, re mix and create complex colors you can use day after day.
It is also an experience of freedom and joy in your paint application.

After this workshop, the concept of “fear of painting” will make you laugh

WHERE
at the community garden , near the Palo Alto Library

MATERIALS:
You will need at least five #12 filberts, the biggest brushes, so they can carry a lot

of paint, make big, juicy, expressive strokes. and some #2 and other sizes
and your flexible palette knife

MEDIUM
You will need a medium for this technique so that the upper layer you are now painting

is shiny and dries faster, not dull and matte
 You can use Archival lean if you have it

 If not, I have a medium for you. I have been using a walnut oil alkyd, transparent and
clear  I will make small bottles for you



Instructor

Brigitte CURT

Information - Registration :

(408) 739 6037

Extreme Make Over Painting
Workshop

Friday August 26 to Sunday 28, 2016

Name  _____________________________________________________

Address  ___________________________________________________

City ---------------------------------------------- ZIP --------------------------

Phone __________________________  eMail  _____________________

Tuition for the 3 day workshop : $350.00

Please write a check in the name of  the instructor. Thank you.

3790 El Camino Real #195

Palo Alto CA 94306

You can take individual days for a $150.00/day tuition

For any special arrangement please contact me

bcurt@sonic.net

408 739 6037


